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CIRCLE UP
Introduce yourself, pairing your name with a movement. 

Greet each person by name with their movement.



Proposed Group Agreement

o All learn, all teach
o Step up, step back
o One mic
o Use technology mindfully
o Assume positive intent



Learning Goals

o Strengthen shared language about 
emotional intelligence (EI) and trauma-
informed (TI) practice

o Identify overlaps between EI and TI 
practices

o Experience EI/TI practices
o Plan to implement EI/TI practices into ESAP 

program plan



SCIENCE OF INTEGRATION
Which practices integrate body, mind, and spirit?



What does the science tell us 
about emotional intelligence?



What does the science tell us 
about neuroplasticity?



What does the science tell us 
about trauma?



What does the science tell us 
about somatic psychology?



What does the science tell us?

Emotional 
Intelligence Neuroscience Trauma Somatic 

Psychology

Skills you can 
learn

Mindfulness,
Neuroplasticity

Embodiment,
Movement Integration



Resources

o Watch video about understanding neuroplasticity 
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/gg_live/science
_meaningful_life_videos/speaker/rick_hanson/u
nderstanding_neuroplasticity/. 

o Listen to On Being interview with Bessel van der 
Kolk about trauma in the body.

o Read Breathe. Exhale. Repeat: The Benefits of 
Controlled Breathing (NYT).

o Learn about dynamic mindfulness at 
http://www.niroga.org/.

http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/gg_live/science_meaningful_life_videos/speaker/rick_hanson/understanding_neuroplasticity/
http://www.onbeing.org/program/restoring-the-body-bessel-van-der-kolk-on-yoga-emdr-and-treating-trauma/5801
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/09/well/mind/breathe-exhale-repeat-the-benefits-of-controlled-breathing.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share
http://www.niroga.org/


WHAT IS EMOTIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE (EI)?

Do you think it is easier or harder to grow your emotional 
intelligence than your cognitive intelligence?



Emotional Intelligence



Emotional Intelligence: Building 
Blocks for CASEL 5



Self awareness Social awareness



“Basic” emotions have shared meaning across cultures:

HAPPINESS

SADNESS

SURPRISE

ANGER

FEAR

DISGUST
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Lose something of value

Something new is happening

A goal is blocked; an injustice occurs

HAPPINESS

SADNESS

SURPRISE

ANGER

FEAR

DISGUST

Matched!



“Basic” emotions have shared meaning across cultures:

Gain something of value; achieve a goal

Lose something of value

Something new is happening

A goal is blocked; an injustice occurs

A possible threat is imminent

HAPPINESS

SADNESS

SURPRISE

ANGER

FEAR

DISGUST Ingested something dangerous; rules are violated







Infographic designed by Robert Shelton, a psychologist in a Californian high school, upon reading Psychology Today article:  
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/hide-and-seek/201505/empathy-vs-sympathy

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/hide-and-seek/201505/empathy-vs-sympathy


o Knowing the “rules” about 
expressing emotions, 
including the social and 
cultural contexts

• Individual differences 

• Social norms

• Culture





How do you handle times that feel 
more like this than that?



Emotional Intelligence



TRAUMA-INFORMED (TI) 
PRACTICES

How many people have heard of Adverse Childhood 
Experiences or ACEs?



Understanding Trauma



Trauma Defined by Adverse 
Childhood Experiences (ACEs)

o Abuse (physical, 
sexual, emotional)

o Neglect (physical, 
emotional)

o Parental 
separation or 
divorce

Household members: 
o Intimate partner 

violence
o Mental illness
o Substance abuse
o Incarceration



Adverse Childhood Experiences 
(ACEs) Study



National Survey of Children’s Health 
(NSCH) assessed 9 ACEs in 2016

o Somewhat often/very often hard to get by on income
o Parent/guardian divorced or separated
o Parent/guardian died
o Parent/guardian served time in jail
o Saw or heard violence in the home
o Victim of violence or witnessed neighborhood violence
o Lived with anyone mentally ill, suicidal, or depressed
o Lived with anyone with alcohol or drug problem
o Often treated or judged unfairly due to race/ethnicity



“Basic” emotions have shared meaning across cultures:

A goal is blocked; an injustice occurs

HAPPINESS

SADNESS

SURPRISE

ANGER

FEAR

DISGUST



Social and Emotional Outcomes by 
ACEs (NSCH, 2016)

58%

33%

21%

29%

76%

48%

10%

16%

school (age 6-17)

flourishing (age 6-17)

temper(age 3-5)

Cannot calm (age 3-5)

Social and Emotional Challenges and Skills, By ACEs
0 ACE 1 ACE

Often cannot calm 
self when excited/ 
wound up (age 3-5)

Loses control of 
temper all or most of 
time (age 3-5)

Meets each of 3 
flourishing criteria 
(age 6-17)

Definitely engaged in 
school (age 6-17)



The Normal Abnormal

“AN ABNORMAL REACTION TO AN 
ABNORMAL SITUATION IS NORMAL 
BEHAVIOR.”

⎯Viktor Frankl, neurologist, psychiatrist, author, 
Holocaust survivor



What Everyone Needs to Know 
about Childhood Trauma

The National Institute for Trauma and Loss in Children (TLC)



1. Kids who have experienced trauma 
aren’t trying to push your buttons.

Source: https://www.weareteachers.com/10-things-about-childhood-trauma-every-teacher-needs-to-know

What you see...

https://www.weareteachers.com/10-things-about-childhood-trauma-every-teacher-needs-to-know


1. Kids who have experienced trauma 
aren’t trying to push your buttons.

Source: https://www.weareteachers.com/10-things-about-childhood-trauma-every-teacher-needs-to-know

What you see...

What’s really going on...

Am I safe?
Am I loved?
Do I matter?

Anger. Sadness. Fear. 
Isolation. Hopelessness.

I am hungry and exhausted.
I have developmental delays.

I can’t communicate another way.
I need understanding or help.

https://www.weareteachers.com/10-things-about-childhood-trauma-every-teacher-needs-to-know


2. Kids who have been through trauma 
worry about what’s going to happen 
next.



3. Even if the situation doesn’t seem 
that bad to you, it’s how the child feels 
that matters.



4. Trauma isn’t always associated with 
violence.



5. You don’t need to know exactly what 
caused the trauma to be able to help.

What you see...

What’s really going on...

Am I safe?
Am I loved?
Do I matter?

Anger. Sadness. Fear. 
Isolation. Hopelessness.

I am hungry and exhausted.
I have developmental delays.

I can’t communicate another way.
I need understanding or help.



6. Kids who experience trauma need 
to feel that they’re good at something 
and can influence the world.



7. There’s a direct connection 
between stress and learning.



8. Self-regulation can be a major 
challenge for youth suffering from 
trauma.



9. It’s OK to ask kids directly what you 
can do to help them make it through 
the day.



10. You can support kids with trauma 
even when they’re outside your 
program.

Shift the way adults view kids’ behavior by 
asking new questions:



10. You can support kids with trauma 
even when they’re outside your 
program.

“What’s wrong 
with this kid?”

“I wonder 
what’s going on 
with this kid?”

Shift the way adults view kids’ behavior by 
asking new questions:



Trauma-Informed Resources

o https://www.weareteachers.com/tag/childh
ood-trauma/

o Echo Parenting & Education 
http://www.echoparenting.org/resources/

Available on ChangePD:
o ACEs Issue Brief - Oct 2017
o ACEs Resource Packet - Dec 2016

https://www.weareteachers.com/tag/childhood-trauma/
http://www.echoparenting.org/resources/
https://www.dropbox.com/preview/Professional%20Development%20Resources/MTSS%20-%20Tier%201%20Resources/TI.%20ACEs%20Issue%20Brief%20-%20Oct%202017.pdf?role=work
https://www.dropbox.com/preview/Professional%20Development%20Resources/MTSS%20-%20Tier%201%20Resources/TI.%20ACEs%20Resource%20Packet%20-%20Dec%202016.pdf?role=work


BREAK
Take 10



FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
How many people practice yoga or martial arts?



What does the science tell us?

Emotional 
Intelligence Neuroscience Trauma Somatic 

Psychology

Skills you can 
learn

Mindfulness,
Neuroplasticity

Embodiment,
Movement Integration



Integration: Easy as ABC

Kinesthetic

Emotional

Cognitive

Based on the work of Bidyut Bose, Niroga Institute
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Integration: Easy as ABC

Kinesthetic Action

Emotional Breath

Cognitive

Based on the work of Bidyut Bose, Niroga Institute



ABC: Breath
Inhale, Retain, Exhale

Inhale = heart 
rate increases

Exhale = heart 
rate decreases



Integration: Easy as ABC

Kinesthetic Action

Emotional Breath

Cognitive Centering

Based on the work of Bidyut Bose, Niroga Institute



ABC: Centering

The resting place of the 
mind is the heart.

--Elizabeth Gilbert



INTEGRATION: 
EMOTIONS IN THE BODY



Emotions in the Body

Image retrieved from npr.org, courtesy of Lauri Nummenmaa, Enrico Glerean, Riitta Hari, and Jari Hietanen



Emotions in the Body

o Seeing red
o Blow your top
o Heartbreak
o Gut-wrenching



Emotions in the Body

Where in your body do you 
notice your “no”?

Adapted from activity © developed jointly by The Billions Institute & The Hendricks Institute



Making Friends with “No”
o Would you like to get 

coffee with me today?
o Will you give me a 

ride to the airport?
o … at 5 AM on Jan 1?
o Can I borrow your 

pen?
o Can I borrow $20?
o Will you donate $200 

to my plastic surgery 
fund?

o Will you give me your 
credit card #?

o Will you watch my 
suitcase while I go 
to the bathroom?

o Will you hold my 
baby while I go to 
the bathroom?

o Will you go get a flu 
shot with me?

o Can I have a one of 
your kidneys?

o Can we get a pet 
monkey?

Adapted from activity © developed jointly by The Billions Institute & The Hendricks Institute



Making Friends with “No”

Where in your body do you 
notice your “no”?

Adapted from activity © developed jointly by The Billions Institute & The Hendricks Institute



Sensing the Body



Reset: Volcano Breath



ABC: ACTION
Stand up. 

Did that change the way you breath? In what ways?



Integration: 
Easy as 
ABC



ABC: BREATH
Take a deep breath through your nose. 



Integration: 
Easy as 
ABC



Here's how to do it:
o Take a big exhale through your mouth (think 

blowing out a candle).
o Inhale through your nose for 4 seconds.
o Hold your breath for 7 seconds.
o Exhale through your mouth for 8 seconds.
o Repeat for 4 breath cycles.



ABC: CENTERING
How many people have tried a meditation or mindfulness 

app (like Headspace or Insight Meditation Timer)?



Learning to Meditate



1-minute meditation



FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE 
TO YOUR PRACTICE

Team time!



Brainstorm: Integrating into Your 
Practice



Program Planning 

o What Emotional Intelligence concepts 
can be built into your program's 
schedule, routines, and rituals?

o What professional development/planning 
time does your staff need to prepare?

o What are your next steps?



SMART Next Steps



CLOSING REFLECTIONS
How did we do with our learning goals?



Learning Goals

o How would you describe emotional 
intelligence (EI) to a colleague?

o What’s one trauma-informed (TI) practice 
you will try?

o What’s one connection between EI and TI?
o What are your next steps to implement EI/TI 

practices into ESAP program plan?



TAKEAWAYS


